
Passive fi re protection
for your safety

KBS® System



The KBS® Fire Protection Sys-
tem offers a wide range of products 
for every conceivable application. 
In our well equipped state-of-the-
art laboratories we have been 
developing for more than 60 years 
concepts and systems for active as 
well as for passive fire protection. 

Our modern production facilities 
provide for an excellent quality of 
our innovative and proven products. 
Of course, our comprehensive 
fire protection systems are not in 
a position to prevent all fires but 
at least they are making our lives 
significantly safer. 

Thousands of fire tests and more 
than 200 listed test reports/appro-
vals according to all internationally 
recognized standards give evidence 
of the excellent properties of our  
KBS® Fire Protection products 
for any kind of application and at 
any condition. Our customers can 
rely on the quality of our products 
which are produced according to 
the requirements of the quality as-
surance systems DIN EN ISO 9001 
and DIN EN ISO 14001.

Your safety 
is our target

Without doubt the perils of fire in 
our modern world are manifold and 
are definitely on the rise. Fires – and 
in this respect the experts are una-
nimous – have increasingly become 
an incalculable risk.

The KBS® Fire Protection 
System is being applied all over 
the world. It comprises of a range 
of products which - in case of an 
incident – prevent the spread of fire 
and thus fulfil the requirements of 
up-to-date building codes and fire 
insurance regulations reliably and 
persistently.



KBS® Coating is a water and 
weather resistant ablative coating, 
which has been in use all over the 
world since 1967 in interior as well 
as exterior applications.

When KBS® Coating is exposed 
to fi re, an endothermic reaction 
takes place. KBS® Coating 
contains substances which are un-
dergoing a chemical and physical 
change in the heat which leads to a 
cooling effect on the coated cables. 
Simultaneously gaseous sub-
stances are released which cause 
a strong fl ame retardant action thus 
preventing the spread of the fi re. 
What remains after this reaction is 
a porous inorganic skeleton which 
exercises a barrier effect. KBS® 
Coating inhibits reliably and per-
sistently the fi re propagation along 
vertical and horizontal cable routes. 
It prolongs circuit integrity without 
affecting the current carrying 
capacity.

KBS® Coating has a Limiting 
Oxygen Index (LOI) of 100 and is 
enduringly water-, weather- and 
UV-proof. This has been proven 
by a 30-years weathering test. 
Neither the chemical-physical nor 
the mechanical and fi re resistant 
properties have changed during 
this period of time. Due to its ex-
cellent compatibility KBS® Coating 
is also suited for application 
together with chemicals – a 
comprehensive stability-listing gives 
evidence to this effect. 

There are 3 different types of KBS® 
Coating on offer: 
The standard product “KBS® 
Coating”, “KBS® Coating CLF”, 
which is free of halogens, and a 
make-up that allows easy coating of 
surfaces by means of a brush called 
“KBS® Coating Brushable”.

KBS® Foamcoat is an intumescent 
coating free of fi bres for application 
in dry interior rooms.

When exposed to heat KBS® Fo-
amcoat forms a thermally insulating 
carbon foam layer of approximately 
100 times the thickness of the ori-
ginal coating. This foam has a high 
fl ame erosion resistance. It decom-
poses very slowly and thanks to its 
good thermal insulation properties 
inhibits fi re propagation along the 
length of vertical and horizontal 
cable installations. Moreover KBS® 
Foamcoat improves circuit integrity 
without impacting the current car-
rying capacity.

KBS® Foamcoat renders highest 
cost-benefi t effi ciency. It was 
specifi cally developed under this 
consideration for application in the 
interior and it is a leading product in 
this segment.

KBS® Sealant is a high-viscous 
halogen-free sealant suitable for the 
fi lling of rigid, narrow joints as well 
as penetrations for cables. KBS® 
Sealant can be used in indoor as 
well as outdoor application.

KBS® Sealant shows similar 
reactive characteristics as KBS® 
Coating and resembles to it, also 
with a view to its ageing behaviour 
and its stability to chemicals.

KBS® Sealant has proven its high 
quality standard over decades not 
at last due to its excellent applicati-
on properties.

KBS® Foamcoat HS was develo-
ped especially for application in dry 
indoor rooms. 

KBS® Foamcoat HS is a high-
viscous, halogen-free intumescent 
sealant for the fi re protection of 
electric cables.

KBS® Foamcoat HS shows a 
similar behaviour in application as 
conventional joint sealers. 

KBS® Foamcoat HS has excellent 
standing properties and is therefore 
suited to close also wider than usual 
openings or joints.

In the event of fi re KBS® Foamcoat 
HS develops micro-porous foam 
with 40 times the thickness of the 
original coating. 

KBS® Foamcoat HS can be used 
for producing fi re-proof penetration 
seals of single cables and cable 
bundles. Besides KBS® Foamcoat 
HS is one of the components used 
in KBS® Panel Seal INT.

 
 

Fire protective coatings
The KBS® Fire Protection System offers 2 different kinds 
of coatings for the protection of electric cables:

Fire protective sealants
Within the the KBS® Fire Protection System there are also 
2 different kinds of fi re protective sealants – complementary 
to the 2 different coating types:

KBS® Sealant
Ablative Sealant

KBS® Foamcoat HS
Intumescent Sealant

KBS® Coating
Ablative Coating

KBS® Foamcoat 
Intumescent Coating



Expanding pillows for through-pe-
netration fire stops

KBS® Sealbags are patented fire 
protective pillows, particularly suited 
for penetrations where there is a 
frequent requirement for retro-fitting 
or exchange of cables.

Installing KBS® Sealbags is 
extremely easy, it is a dry process 
and it can be made without the use 
of tools.

A particular feature of KBS® Seal-
bags is their “3-phase-reaction” in 
the event of fire:

• At approximately 130°C, the 
various components in the KBS® 
Sealbags start sticking together so 
that their contents cannot run out in 
case a bag is damaged.
• At approximately 280°C, the filling 
material starts expanding by about 
15 to 40 % of its original volume 
(depending on the type of pillow).
• At around 800°C a “ceramic 
reaction” is taking place which 
causes the contents to convert into 
a solid bloc.

KBS® Sealbags are totally water 
and weather resistant. Even after 
months of immersion in water they 
will not lose any of their outstanding 
properties.

Another significant advantage of 
KBS® Sealbags is the fact that no 
extra sealing material is needed for 
the appropriate closure of penet-
rations in the case of retro-fitting 
of cables

Fire protective mortar for fire– resis-
tant cable penetrations 

KBS® Mortar is a cementitious 
light weight mortar for the instal-
lation of cable penetration seals in 
walls and floors.

KBS® Mortar is mixed with water 
and can be made and applied by 
hand as well as with the assistance 
of machines. During setting it 
expands by up to 3 % in volume 
thus compensating for the loss of 
volume in drying.

The thixotropic flowing properties 
of the prepared KBS® Mortar mix 
render decisive advantages for its 
application. Wall penetration seals, 
for example, can be made with 
shuttering on one side only.

KBS® Mortar is highly efficient in 
use. 1 kg of mortar powder renders 
1.5 litres of volume after installation 
of the penetration seal.

The fully cured mortar – due to its 
low strength and density - allows 
for very easy and even dust-free 
retro-fitting of cables.

Single- and double panel seals for 
fire-resistant cable penetrations

KBS® Panel Seal are used to 
close through-penetration fire-stops 
for cables and cable trays in walls 
and floors, smoke-gas tight and 
fire-resistant.

The KBS® Panel Seal is a cable 
penetration seal consisting of non-
combustible mineral fibre boards 
combined with ablative products 
(ABL) or – alternatively – with intu-
mescent products (INT).

KBS® Coating in combination 
with KBS® Sealant are used for 
the KBS® Panel Seal ABL. KBS® 
Foamcoat and the corresponding 
putty KBS® Foamcoat HS are 
employed for the intumescent type 
KBS® Panel Seal INT. 

KBS® Panel Seal can be installed 
as single-panel or as double-panel 
seal depending on the require-
ments with regard to fire resistance. 
The penetrating cables and trays 
as well as the visible surfaces of the 
mineral fibre boards are coated in 
accordance with the corresponding 
national tests/approvals.

KBS® Panel Seal INT is used in 
dry interior rooms; KBS® Panel 
Seal ABL is suited for all condi-
tions.

Cable Penetration Seals
KBS® Cable Penetration Seals prevent reliably the spread of fire and smoke. 
There are 3 types of penetration seals on offer:

KBS® Panel Seal KBS® Mortar (Ignitect Z) KBS® Sealbags



KBS® Fir-A-Flex is a permanently 
elastic fi re protective gap sealing 
system for joint widths of 20 mm 
and more – with and without 
movement.

KBS® Fir-A-Flex elements consist 
of permanently elastic foam 
combined with fl exible intumescent 
material. KBS® Fir-A-Flex allows 
for movement of the joints up to 60 
% and can be installed on one side 
or on both sides of the gap. Joints 
up to a width of 100 mm have been 
tested and approved.

KBS® Fir-A-Flex 501 reliably seals 
gaps up to a width of 30 mm – with 
and without movement.
KBS® Fir-A-Flex 501 can cope 
with movements of up to 25 %.

KBS® Fir-A-Flex 501 gap seals 
are combinations of a silicone 
mastic and a backer, whereby 
the backer can - at ones option 
- consist of either mineral fi bre or a 
polyethylene foam backer rod.

Fire Protective Gap-Seals
KBS® gap seals allow construction elements to move at the same 
time ensuring tightness of the gap towards fl ames and smoke. 

KBS® Sealbags 
and the Telfer Mine
KBS® Sealbags used as permanent penetrati-
on seal at Telfer  Gold Mine, Western Australia. 
The requirement for frequent retro-fi tting of cables 
requested a fl exible solution ensuring adequate fi re 
protection at all times.

KBS® Fir-A-Flex KBS® Fir-A-Flex 501



Fire Protection for Combustible Pipes
The KBS® System offers a broad range of fi re stop solutions for 
penetrations of thermo plastic pipes through walls and fl oors.

Fire protection for non-combustible pipes 
Penetration seals for non-combustible pipes made of steel, 
stainless steel, cast-iron or copper

For many years this pipe collar has 
proven its high level of performance 
and its technically leading position. 
It is approved for all current types of 
plastic and for pipe diameters up to 
500 mm. KBS® Pipe Seal M
consists of red powder-coated 
half-shell steel jackets with an 
intumescent inlay and an integrated 
mechanical shutting device. The 
steel half-shells are bolted around 
the pipe and fi xed to the construc-
tion element by means of clamps. 
The double action of intumescent 
material and mechanical shutting 
mechanism will effectively seal the 
pipe penetration in the case of fi re. 
KBS® Pipe Seal M is employed 
whenever the circumstances are 
demanding for high level fi re stop 
solutions.

 

Basically same construction 
principle as KBS® Pipe Seal M, 
however, without the additional 
mechanical shutting unit. Therefore 
the scope of application is less 
comprehensive. 
KBS® Pipe Seal S is tested and 
approved for pipe diameters of up 
to 250 mm.

One part pipe collar, which is 
placed around the pipe that 
requires the fi re stop and which 
is shut by means of a snap lock. 
The clamps for fi xing KBS® Pipe 
Seal C to the construction element 
are part of the collar. KBS® Pipe 
Seal C is tested and approved for 
pipe diameters up to 160 mm. The 
main fi eld of application for KBS® 
Pipe Seal C is the sealing of waste 
water pipes in buildings.

Similar construction and installation 
principle as KBS® Pipe Seal C. 
Tested and approved for pipe dia-
meters up to 160 mm. A signifi cant 
product feature of KBS® Pipe 
Seal EU is its particularly small 
dimensioning. KBS® Pipe Seal EU 
is tested according to EN 1366-3.

In contrast to collars which are 
fi rmly surface-mounted on the 
construction elements, this type 
of pipe seal is placed in-between 
construction element and pipe. This 
kind of room-saving and cost effec-
tive fi xing technique is of advantage 
whenever the pipe seal can be 
mounted before the gap between 
pipe and construction element is 
closed. 

KBS® Pipe Seal W is tested 
according to EN 1366-3 and pre-
dominantly used for the sealing of 
waste water pipes in buildings.

KBS® Tub Jacket is a pipe penet-
ration seal system for incombustible 
pipes up to an outer diameter of 
219 mm.

KBS® Tub Jacket is offered in 
varying types for different cases of 
application. All systems consist of 
a seal for the gap between pipe 
and building section and a thermal 
insulation of the pipe. 

KBS® Tub Jacket can be installed 
in
• Massive construction elements
• KBS® Panel Seals

Usually the thermal insulation 
consists of glass wool or mineral 
wool coated with KBS® Coating or 
KBS® Foamcoat.

Yet there are alternative KBS® 
Tub Jacket variants where the 
system takes advantage of the 
existing tube insulation consisting 
of Armafl ex A/F or S/H. In these 
cases KBS® Pipe Seal W needs 
to be applied in the gaps between 
the constructive element and the 
insulation.

KBS® Pipe Seal M KBS® Pipe Seal EU KBS® Tub Jacket

KBS® Pipe Seal W

KBS® Pipe Seal S

KBS® Pipe Seal C



Fire protection for wood and steel
The KBS® Fire Protection System offers various coatings 
for the protection of wood and steel in the case of fi re.

KBS® Woodcoat White is a 
proven product for the passive fi re 
protection of wood.

When using KBS® Woodcoat on 
solid wood, fl at press board, partic-
le board and veneer plywood non-
propagating surfaces are formed at 
a coverage of min. 400 g/m2. 

KBS® Woodcoat White is solvent 
free and does not contain any ha-
logenated compounds. It hampers 
the ignition of constructive elements 
made of wood as well as the further 
combustion / fi re propagation on its 
surface. Moreover it suppresses the 
development of smoke.

KBS® Woodcoat White is applied 
on wooden surfaces indoors. When 
using it in accordance with the 
usual application methods, such 
as spraying, brushing or rolling it 
excels by its extraordinary simple 
and neat application properties.

KBS® Steelcoat IWB 30 com-
bines top-quality with excellent 
economy as well as highest require-
ments of preventive fi re protection 
for construction elements made 
of steel.

KBS® Steelcoat IWB 30 repre-
sents a fi re protective steel coating 
for indoor application on highest 
quality level. 

KBS® Steelcoat IWB 30 is free of 
fi bres and produces an absolutely 
smooth surface.

The fi re resistance class F30-AB 
according to DIN 4102, part 2, is 
achieved at lowest application rates 
on open as well as closed steel 
profi les.

This results in low material cost per 
m2. Moreover, the low number of 
passes leads to very advantageous 
overall labour cost.

Another extraordinary advantage 
of KBS® Steelcoat IWB 30 is the 
feature that the application of a 
surface lacquer is not mandatory 
but just optional.

KBS® Woodcoat White KBS® Steelcoat IWB 30

KBS® Coating and 
the Eiffel Tower
KBS® Coating applied on high-voltage cables 
supplying the power for the antennas of a radio 
broadcasting unit on the Eiffel-Tower in Paris. Here 
the goal was to ensure full cable fi re protection and 
at the same time matching the traditional brown 
shade of the Eiffel-Tower paint.



BASF Personal Care and Nutrition GmbH
Robert-Hansen-Straße 1
89257 Illertissen (Germany)
Tel.: +49 (73 03) 13 - 297
Fax: +49 (73 03) 13 - 209

[All products in the text marked with an ® are trademarks of the BASF 
Group.]

This document, or any answers or information provided herein by BASF, 
does not constitute a legally binding obligation of BASF. While the descripti-
ons, designs, data and information contained herein are presented in good 
faith and believed to be accurate, it is provided for your guidance only. 
Because many factors may affect processing or application/use, we recom-
mend that you make tests to determine the suitability of a product for your 
particular purpose prior to use. It does not relieve our customers from the 
obligation to perform a full inspection of the products upon delivery or any 
other obligation. The claims and supporting data provided in this publica-
tion have not been evaluated for compliance with any jurisdiction’s regula-
tory requirements and the results reported may not be generally true under 
other conditions or in other matrices.  Users must evaluate what claims 
and information are appropriate and comply with a jurisdiction’s regulatory 
requirements.  NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMP-
LIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE REGARDING PRODUCTS DESCRIBED OR 
DESIGNS, DATA OR INFORMATION SET FORTH, OR THAT THE PRODUCTS, 
DESIGNS, DATA OR INFORMATION MAY BE USED WITHOUT INFRINGING 
THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF OTHERS. IN NO CASE SHALL THE 
DESCRIPTIONS, INFORMATION, DATA OR DESIGNS PROVIDED BE CONSIDE-
RED A PART OF OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE.  




